
How to 
Order...

1Order samples
You can request samples of our silk fabric colours by 
visiting one of our approved retailers. This gives the 
opportunity to check colours against your interior 
scheme. 

2Select your shade
Our shades come in different shapes and sizes, so it’s 
important that you select the size that’s right for you. 
You’ll see throughout our catalogue that each shade 
has a unique base code, for example DRS40, which is 
our Shallow Drum 40cm silk shade. This unique code 
refers to the range name, shape and size of the 
product and is the first part of your ordering code. 
Once you’ve selected your base code, move on to 
step 3... 
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3Select your colour
Each of our silk fabrics has it’s own reference number, 
so once you’ve decided on your silk colour, simply add 
the reference number to the base code. For example, 
Taupe silk is referred to as 01. Add this to your base 
code to specify the shade size and colour that you 
would like to order. 
DRS4001 - Shallow Drum 40cm silk shade in Taupe. 

4Select your lining
Many of our shades are available with a choice of lining options. If you require 
white laminate, simply order the base code + your colour reference number. 
For example, the DRS4001 will be supplied with white laminate as standard. 

If you wish to add a Gold, Silver or Bronze metallic lining, then simply add the 
abbreviation of your lining choice to the shade code you’ve created. 
For example, the Shallow Drum 40cm in Taupe with Gold lining = DRS4001/GD

Some of our shades have the option to create a two tone silk effect. This enables you 
to create a truly bespoke product where you can specify the outer and inner colour in 
silk. All you need to do is add 99 to your chosen base code and specify the colours you 
require. For example, DRS4099 - Peony outer, Taupe inner.

5Place your order
Visit davidhuntlighting.co.uk or one of our 
approved retailers, davidhuntlighting.co.uk/stockists
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